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Guide Price £675,000 - £700,000

Lextons are delighted to offer for sale a rarely available raised ground floor mansion apartment in Adelaide Crescent with a stunning
open plan living area, which includes a modern kitchen, original period features and an open fireplace. There is also two double
bedrooms and a luxury family bathroom.

Adelaide Crescent is arguably one Hove's most prestigious addresses, having been built in the early 1850's as large Regency town houses
for the city elites, and now converted to create quality apartment that benefit from the excellent views of Adelaide Crescent gardens
and of course, being just a short to Hove Lawns & Seafront.

This stunning apartment occupies part of the raised ground floor of this beautiful building and is superbly presented throughout,
having been expertly modernised in recent years, with the signature room to the front having all the original coving and mouldings, as
well as a feature open fireplace.

In brief, the accommodation comprises; steps up from street level giving access in the grand communal entrance with the front door to
No.1 to the left. Once inside, a good size entrance hall gives access to all rooms, with useful storage cupboards and access to the loft
space. The stand-out room without doubt is the open plan living space, which incorporates both the lounge and kitchen area. The
kitchen area is excellently fitted with matching modern units, granite work tops and a well placed breakfast bar with space for seating.
This room has an abundance of character, including floor to ceiling sash windows, 13ft+ ceiling and all of the original mouldings and
decorative feature.

The remainder of the apartment comprises; two double bedrooms with re-claimed sectional radiators to both and a modern family
bathroom with a shower over and with quality marble (Travertine) tiled floors and ceilings
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